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Stress can fundamentally alter neural responses to incoming information. Recent research suggests that stress and anxiety shift the
balance of attention away from a task-directed mode, governed by prefrontal cortex, to a sensory-vigilance mode, governed by the
amygdala and other threat-sensitive regions. A key untested prediction of this framework is that stress exerts dissociable effects on
different stages of information processing. This study exploited the temporal resolution afforded by event-related potentials to disen-
tangle the impact of stress on vigilance, indexed by early perceptual activity, from its impact on task-directed cognition, indexed by later
postperceptual activity in humans. Results indicated that threat of shock amplified stress, measured using retrospective ratings and
concurrent facial electromyography. Stress also double-dissociated early sensory-specific processing from later task-directed processing
of emotionally neutral stimuli: stress amplified N1 (184 –236 ms) and attenuated P3 (316 – 488 ms) activity. This demonstrates that stress
can have strikingly different consequences at different processing stages. Consistent with recent suggestions, stress amplified earlier
extrastriate activity in a manner consistent with vigilance for threat (N1), but disrupted later activity associated with the evaluation of
task-relevant information (P3). These results provide a novel basis for understanding how stress can modulate information processing in
everyday life and stress-sensitive disorders.

Introduction
Stress is a universal experience that can fundamentally alter neu-
ral responses to incoming information. Recent research suggests
that stress and anxiety shift the balance of attention away from a
task-directed mode, governed by prefrontal cortex (PFC), to a
sensory-vigilance mode, governed by the amygdala and other
threat-sensitive regions (Bishop, 2007; Arnsten, 2009). A key un-
tested prediction of this framework is that stress exerts dissociable
effects across different stages of information processing: potenti-
ating early sensory processing and attenuating later task-directed
processing.

Some evidence suggests that threat-elicited stress and anxiety
increase vigilance, a sustained enhancement of early sensory pro-

cessing that facilitates threat detection. Aversive conditioning
renders indistinguishable stimuli discriminable (Li et al., 2008),
threatening stimuli improve contrast sensitivity (Phelps et al.,
2006), uncertain physical threats increase risk assessment (Kava-
liers and Choleris, 2001), and fearful facial expressions enhance
sensory intake (Susskind et al., 2008). These changes may arise
from sensitization of the amygdala, which could bias processing
directly, via sensory projections (e.g., extrastriate cortex), and
indirectly, by modulating ascending neurotransmitter systems
(e.g., acetylcholine and norepinephrine) (Davis and Whalen,
2001; Arnsten, 2009; Lim et al., 2009; Sabatinelli et al., 2009).

Other evidence suggests that stress disrupts mechanisms in-
volved in the task-directed regulation of attention and evaluation
of task-relevant information, in some cases hampering the per-
formance of tasks that heavily rely on controlled attention, such
as spatial working memory (Arnsten and Goldman-Rakic, 1998;
Shackman et al., 2006). Performance degradation probably stems
from the modulation of task-evoked activity in prefrontal regions
(Dolcos and McCarthy, 2006; Erk et al., 2007; Fales et al., 2008; Qin
et al., 2009). Such modulation has been ascribed to the diversion of
attention (Bishop, 2007) and to changes in the neuronal signal-to-
noise ratio that are triggered by the amygdala and mediated by cat-
echolaminergic influences on PFC (Arnsten, 2009).

However, none of these studies has directly assessed the pos-
sibility that stress differentially modulates early sensory and later
task-directed (postperceptual) stages of information processing,
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as current models hypothesize (Bishop, 2007; Arnsten, 2009).
Here, we exploited the temporal resolution of event-related po-
tentials (ERPs) to measure the impact of stress, elicited by task-
irrelevant threat of shock, on neural activity evoked by an
emotionally neutral visual discrimination task. Stress-induced
vigilance were evaluated using the visual P1 (112–144 ms) and N1
(184 –236 ms), early sensory-specific ERP components that are
generated in extrastriate cortex and sensitive to the amount of
attention allocated to incoming information, that is, the signal-
to-noise ratio of visual processing (Mishra and Hillyard, 2009).
Task-directed processing was evaluated using the P3 (316 – 488
ms), a later component that is largely insensitive to sensory mo-
dality and thought to reflect evaluative processes necessary for
making task-relevant responses (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005; Dun-
can et al., 2009). Stress was verified using facial electromyography
(EMG) recorded from the corrugator muscle (supplemental Fig.
S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), a
well validated measure of negative affect that is sensitive to amyg-
dala activity (Lanteaume et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2009).

Materials and Methods
Thirty-two (half female) right-handed individuals were recruited and
paid $10/h. Participants provided informed consent in accord with the
local Institutional Review Board. At session’s start, electrodes were af-
fixed to the fourth and fifth fingers of each hand. Participants were in-
structed that (1) they would receive one or more painful, but not
harmful, electric shocks during threat blocks; (2) the timing and laterality
of shocks would be random and unrelated to the task or performance;
and (3) they would never receive shocks during safety blocks. Before each
block, participants were informed whether it was associated with safety
or threat. Shocks (5 mA) were generated using an A13-22 stimulator
(Coulbourn Instruments). Participants received 5– 6 shocks total. Shock
electrodes were unplugged during safety blocks (Grillon and Ameli,
1998).

Task stimuli consisted of up and down target arrows (100 ms; 2.4°
visual angle) presented 5.7° lateral to fixation (1600 –2400 ms stimulus
onset asynchrony). Targets were flanked by equiprobable arrow or dia-
mond distractors. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation, re-
spond to targets using corresponding keyboard arrows, and emphasize
accuracy over speed. Participants performed sixteen 64-trial blocks (half
threat; order counterbalanced). Stimulus presentation was controlled
using E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools). Because preliminary analy-
ses indicated that the impact of stress did not vary with distractor type
(see the supplemental material, available at www.jneurosci.org), data
were collapsed across this factor.

Following the experiment, participants used 100 mm visual analog
scales to rate the intensity of their emotional experience (anxious, happy,
safe, or stressed) during safety and threat blocks. To minimize the num-
ber of comparisons, a composite stress index was computed by averaging
items (positive items reverse-scored; �Cronbach � 0.78).

EMG and ERP data were acquired using a 128-channel array (Electri-
cal Geodesics; 1–200 Hz bandpass; 500 Hz digitization; Cz reference).
Data acquisition and preprocessing used Netstation (Electrical Geode-
sics). EMG was processed following published procedures (Shackman et
al., 2006). Segments containing artifacts were rejected. Channels overly-
ing the left and right corrugator muscles (supplemental Fig. S1, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) were bipolar re-
referenced and mean power density (�V 2/Hz) estimated for the 45–200
Hz band using 50%-overlapped, Hann-windowed 1.024 s epochs. Power
densities were log10-transformed and averaged across hemispheres.

ERP data were filtered (0.3–30 Hz), interpolated to replace unusable
channels, and segmented. Segments corresponding to shock delivery,
incorrect responses, or artifacts were discarded. Artifact-free data were
average re-referenced, baseline corrected (200 ms), and averaged. Addi-
tional processing used EEGLAB (http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab) and in-
house Matlab (The MathWorks) and IDL (ITT Visual Information
Solutions) code. Omnibus changes in neural activity were quantified by

global field power (GFP), the SD of voltage across channels. Larger GFP
values correspond to stronger underlying local field potentials (i.e., in-
creased neural activity) (Murray et al., 2008). Components were identi-
fied by inspection of the grand average ERP and GFP (Fig. 1 and
supplemental Fig. S2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). Voltages were averaged using symmetric, peak-centered win-
dows: P1 (112–144 ms), N1 (184 –236 ms), and P3 (316 – 488 ms).

Preliminary hypothesis testing was performed using contrasts con-
ducted on GFP (threat vs safe). The hypothesized double dissociation
was assessed by testing the Stress (threat, safe) � Component (early, late)
interaction. Components that showed no evidence of stress modulation
were omitted from follow-up tests. To identify maximally stress-sensitive
regions for each component, electrode-wise F tests comparing mean
voltage during threat and safety were conducted. Familywise error
(FWE) was controlled at the cluster level using a permutation-based
procedure (see the supplemental material, available at www.jneurosci.
org) (Nichols and Holmes, 2002). Apparent hemispheric asymmetries
(“lateralities”) were tested by contrasting mean cluster activity for the
target cluster and its homolog, equivalent to the Stress � Hemisphere
interaction (Bonferroni corrected for the number of tests). Permutation-
based procedures were also used to identify regions where (1) stress
altered mean activity and (2) variation in activity predicted variation in
behavior under stress. That is, the latter procedure assessed the joint-
hypothesis of nonzero mean and individual differences (see the supple-
mental material, available at www.jneurosci.org). This analysis used
Spearman’s � performed using cluster averages. Corrected p values are
reported for regional analyses (see the supplemental material, available at
www.jneurosci.org).

Results
Participants reported experiencing more intense stress under
threat (M � 6.5, SD � 20.0) than during safety (M � �19.3,
SD � 11.6), t(31) � 6.7, p � 0.001. They also expressed more
intense negative emotion on their faces, indexed by corrugator
EMG activity, under threat (M � �1.0, SD � 0.5) than during
safety (M � �1.1, SD � 0.4), t(31) � 2.7, p � 0.01 (supplemental
Fig. S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial). Mean accuracy ( p � 0.92) and reaction time (RT) ( p �
0.09) were not reliably affected by threat (see the supplemental
material, available at www.jneurosci.org).

Neurally, stress dissociably altered evoked activity during two
distinct periods (Fig. 1). Initially, threat increased GFP during the
N1 window, F(1,31) � 4.2, p � 0.05. Subsequently, threat de-
creased GFP during the P3 window, F(1,31) � 5.5, p � 0.03. GFP
modulation was not obtained during the P1 window, F � 1.
Underscoring the dissociable impact of stress on successive stages
of visual-cognitive processing, a disordinal interaction was ob-

Figure 1. Stress double-dissociated earlier from later task-evoked GFP (SD �V). Threat am-
plified the N1 (184 –236 ms) and attenuated the P3 (316 – 488 ms), without substantially
altering the P1 (112–144 ms). Confidence bars indicate the probability of the null hypothesis
being rejected by chance; non-overlapping bars indicate p � 0.05 (Shackman et al., 2010).
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tained between Stress (threat, safety) and
Component (N1, P3), F(1,31) � 15.8, p �
0.0004 (Fig. 1).

To determine the most stress-sensitive
scalp regions, electrode-wise contrasts
were performed for the N1 and P3 (Fig. 2,
supplemental Table S1, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Permutation-based procedures were used
to control FWE across the array. For the
N1, this indicated that threat-induced
stress potentiated visually evoked activity
in a large cluster of electrodes centered
along the zenith of the scalp, p � 0.001. A
second cluster of electrodes in the vicinity
of the right mastoid exhibited a similar
trend, p � 0.07. Laterality analyses con-
firmed that potentiation of visually
evoked activity in the right mastoid clus-
ter was stronger than the homologous re-
gion of the left-hemisphere, p � 0.001.
For the P3, regional analyses indicated
that stress attenuated task-evoked activity
across a large cluster of centroparietal
electrodes, p � 0.05.

A final analysis was used to identify re-
gions where mean activity was both sensi-
tive to stress and predictive of individual
differences in behavior under stress. This
revealed a cluster of right-frontal elec-
trodes that showed both effects, p � 0.02
(Fig. 3, supplemental Table S2, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental ma-
terial). Here, P3 activity was attenuated by
stress, particularly so in the right hemi-
sphere (laterality test: p � 0.03), and those
participants showing greater attenuation
exhibited worse performance on the dis-
crimination task, indexed by increased re-
sponse latencies (� � 0.45). This effect
was not the result of a speed–accuracy
trade-off (supplemental Fig. S3, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). No other clusters emerged for
either component for any measure of per-
formance or emotion.

Discussion
The present findings demonstrate that task-irrelevant stress, elic-
ited by uncertain physical threat, is associated with dissociable
effects on earlier sensory processing and later postperceptual pro-
cessing. This provides new evidence that the sustained stress
characteristic of dangerous environments can have fundamen-
tally different consequences for the perception of visual informa-
tion and the subsequent, task-directed evaluation of that
information. These observations are consistent with recent mod-
els of stress and anxiety derived from hemodynamic and behav-
ioral studies in humans and molecular studies in monkeys and
rodents (Bishop, 2007; Arnsten, 2009).

Threat of shock increased the subjective experience and ob-
jective expression of stress, indexed by retrospective ratings and
continuously recorded corrugator EMG activity, respectively.
Contemporaneously, threat amplified earlier (N1, 184 –236 ms)

and attenuated later (P3, 316 – 488 ms) neural activity associated
with the processing of emotionally neutral stimuli (Fig. 1). This
double dissociation rules out the possibility that these effects are
determined by nonspecific changes in arousal or distraction.
Nonspecific changes would be expected to exert similar effects on
both stages of processing. During both the N1 and P3 windows,
threat-induced stress was associated with more pronounced ef-
fects at right-hemisphere electrodes (supplemental Table S2,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Dur-
ing the P3 window, but not the earlier N1 window, changes in
activity predicted stress-induced performance degradation (Fig. 3).

The use of threat of shock to induce stress makes these obser-
vations particularly noteworthy, given the potential limitations
of alternative manipulations that rely on the intermixed presen-
tation of task cues and threat stimuli (e.g., emotional scenes,
faces, or films) in the same perceptual channel. Doing so risks
confounding the influence of emotional states or moods, such as
stress, with differences in perception (Olofsson et al., 2008) or
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attention (Pereira et al., 2006; Nummenmaa et al., 2009). Com-
pounding this limitation, prior work suggests that briefly pre-
sented emotional stimuli do not necessarily produce sustained
negative affect (Bradley et al., 1996). This concern is particularly
grave in studies where concomitant measures of emotion were not
acquired (Shackman et al., 2006).

Stress-induced amplification of the N1 likely stems from
modulation of extrastriate cortex—the primary generator of the
visually evoked N1 (Mishra and Hillyard, 2009)— by the amyg-
dala or lateral PFC (Deouell and Knight, 2005; Bishop, 2007; Lim
et al., 2009; Sabatinelli et al., 2009). Such biasing signals are
thought to underlie the increased vigilance and augmented sen-
sory intake characteristically elicited by threatening environ-
ments (Davis and Whalen, 2001).

N1 amplification suggests that stress alters visual attention by
increasing the gain on sensory processing. This inference stems in
part from the absence of reliable changes in the earlier P1 window
(112–144 ms) (Fig. 1). This is potentially informative in light of
previously reported dissociations between the P1 and N1 (Man-
gun and Hillyard, 1991; Mishra and Hillyard, 2009). Although
both components have been localized to extrastriate cortex, P1 is
thought to reflect the gating of incoming information via inhibi-
tion of unattended or ignored information, whereas N1 is
thought to reflect orienting and discrimination processes that
operate via enhancement of incoming information (Hopfinger et
al., 2004). These observations suggest that the impact of threat-
induced stress on early sensory processing is primarily achieved
through increases in sensory gain rather than increased selectivity
(cf. Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000). This view is consistent with
evidence that the amygdala densely innervates the visual cortices
(Freese and Amaral, 2009). Extant anatomical research in non-
human primates suggests that such connections likely permit ex-

citatory feedback modulation (Freese and
Amaral, 2009), allowing the amygdala to
potentiate visual processing under threat.
Interestingly, acute stress seems to in-
crease the sensitivity but decrease the
specificity of amygdala reactivity, possibly
through a catecholamine-mediated path-
way (van Marle et al., 2009). This is con-
sistent with our observation that stress
amplified early sensory processing of non-
threatening stimuli. In a genuinely dan-
gerous natural environment, such “false
positives” are a small price to pay for the
expedited detection of threat.

P3 attenuation likely arises from the
disruption of cognitive control processes
implemented in frontoparietal regions.
The P3 has been conceptualized as an in-
dex of selective attention that reflects pro-
cesses involved in evaluating targets to
engage appropriate goal-directed re-
sponses (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005; Dun-
can et al., 2009). Indeed, P3 amplitude is
attenuated in the face of secondary tasks
and distractions (Kok, 2001). Other re-
search suggests that it also reflects the
downstream consequences of activity in
the locus ceruleus–norepinephrine (LC–
NE) system (Pineda et al., 1989; Nieuwen-
huis et al., 2005), the major ascending
source of NE to the brain (Berridge,

2008). The LC–NE system is exquisitely sensitive to stress; threat
and other stressors amplify NE levels in PFC (Arnsten, 2009), an
effect mediated by excitatory projections from the amygdala to
LC (Goldstein et al., 1996). These observations suggest that atten-
uation of the task-evoked P3 reflects (1) the diversion of top-
down control to potentially threat-relevant information in the
environment, (2) the disruption of top-down control by alter-
ations in catecholaminergic activity, or (3) a combination of
these mechanisms.

Our finding that stress attenuated the selective attention pro-
cesses indexed by the P3 in healthy individuals extends prior
work in clinical samples. For instance, the task-related P3 is at-
tenuated in spider phobics in the presence of an uncaged taran-
tula (Moser et al., 2005). Notably, our results also imply that
reduction of the task-evoked P3 in the face of aversive emotional
images (Li et al., 2006; Keil et al., 2007) is at least partially attrib-
utable to the negative affect elicited by such images, rather than
the reflexive capture of attention.

The impact of threat-induced stress on both earlier perceptual
(N1) and later postperceptual (P3) visual processing was reliably
exaggerated at electrodes overlying the right hemisphere. This
asymmetry is consistent with a large body of work demon-
strating that arousing states of stress, such as that elicited by
threat of shock (Dalton et al., 2005; Coan et al., 2006) and
aversive images (Dolcos and McCarthy, 2006), activate right
lateral PFC. The present results are consistent with the hy-
pothesis (Maxwell et al., 2005; Shackman et al., 2009) that this
stems from the preferential involvement of the right hemi-
sphere in vigilance/sustained attention (Robertson and Gara-
van, 2004), reflexive attention (Corbetta et al., 2008), and
arousing states of anxiety (Shackman et al., 2006). Another
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possibility is that this reflects neurotransmitter asymmetries
(Davidson et al., 1993; Shackman et al., 2006).

The dissociable impact of threat of shock on the N1 and P3
components provides novel support for the hypothesis that stress
and anxiety can fundamentally alter the balance of neural pro-
cessing (Bishop, 2007; Arnsten, 2009). By this account, stress is
associated with a catecholamine-mediated shift from a highly
controlled task-directed mode, reflecting the influence of pre-
frontal biasing signals on posterior sensory and motor regions
(Miller and Cohen, 2001), to a vigilant threat-assessment mode,
reflecting the influence of amygdalar biasing signals (Davis and
Whalen, 2001). Consistent with this perspective, we found that
stress potentiated the early processing of visual stimuli in extra-
striate visual areas, indexed by the N1, but attenuated the subse-
quent task-directed evaluation of the same stimuli, indexed by
the P3.

P3 attenuation was selectively associated with reduced perfor-
mance of the speeded visual discrimination task under stress,
reinforcing the argument that this component more closely re-
flects postperceptual evaluative processes than the N1. Neverthe-
less, the fact that stress did not alter mean performance warrants
comment. It is likely that this null effect reflects several factors.
First, individuals show marked variability in their reactions to
stress; often, many participants do not show frank evidence of
stress in response to laboratory stressors, such as threat of shock
(Shackman et al., 2006). Second, mean performance of the dis-
crimination task was near ceiling, rendering it insensitive to per-
turbation by stress (Shackman et al., 2006). More generally, this
null effect probably reflects the principle that overt behavior is
influenced by multiple, convergent neural processes and that al-
terations in particular stages of the processing stream may or may
not be sufficient to shift the behavioral output of this stream. Use
of a more potent stressor or sensitive task would be expected to
reveal more robust differences in performance.

Because of the practical difficulties of manipulating emotion
in the laboratory, little attention has been paid to the impact of
stress, fear, and anxiety on the neural circuitry underlying human
cognition. This is problematic in light of a growing body of work
showing that altered responsiveness to uncertain threat plays a
key role in a variety of clinical anxiety disorders (Davis et al.,
2010) and maladaptive behaviors (Moberg and Curtin, 2009).
The present investigation represents a key step toward addressing
this gap. Future research in this area is certain to have substantial
benefits for our understanding of how “feeling frazzled” (Arn-
sten, 1998) influences competition for the control of attention
and action.
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